Motorized Hydraulic Transmission Jacks
Model SKTJ 401/402
4Capacity 3500 lbs.
4Maximum lifting height of 74” for all models
4Fully hydraulic operation
4Compressed air model includes filter, regulator, and lubricator
4Battery model includes smart charger
4X-style base frame adds stability and improves

access around chassis components. The
reason for the X-style frame is to
allow the jack to be maneuvered
around a stand which supports
the back of the engine while the
transmission is not in place.
4Lifting speed of 30” per minute
4Hand pump to fine-tune positioning
4Large support table features bidirectional
tilt and nylon retaining straps
4Table tilts up to 12 degrees
4Swiveling locking rear wheels facilitate
narrow radius turns (all models have two rear
swiveling wheels, as shown in the image below)

SKTJ 401

Simplify
Transmission Removals
and Service

Motorized Hydraulic Transmission Jacks
Transmission removals can be a daunting task. Why?
Transmissions found in commercial vehicles are bulky,
heavy, and challenging to remove — even for the most
experienced technicians. Simplify the task with the
Stertil-Koni heavy duty Hydraulic Transmission Jack.
Our Hydraulic Transmission Jacks are engineered
to safely facilitate the removal of transmissions and
awkward subassemblies while reducing the physical
toll on technicians. You will appreciate the unique
features found on all Stertil-Koni Transmission Jacks
to help your team safely remove major assemblies
with a minimal amount of time and effort.

This product is part
of our Stertil-Koni
Demo Program!
Call Carl Boyer,
Shop Equipment Product
Specialist, for more details
at 336.314.8600

All models have locking rear swivel wheels. S models have four
locking swivel wheels. Base image below clearly shows rear
locking swivel wheels as standard.
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Specifications

MODEL

POWER

TABLE SIZE

BASE SIZE

SKTJ 401

Pneumatic

26”X16”

38”X52”

SKTJ 401S*

Pneumatic

26”X16”

38”X52”

SKTJ 402

Pneumatic

20”X14”

34”X48”

SKTJ 401-E

12 VDC

26”X16”

38”X52”

SKTJ 401S-E*

Pneumatic

26”X16”

38”X52”

SKTJ 402E*

12 VDC

20”X14”

34”X48”

* Includes swiveling locking wheels. S models have four swivel wheels.
Contact Carl Boyer for more information: Carl@Stertil-Koni.com | tel 336.314.8600
Discover the ultimate Freedom of Choice in heavy duty vehicle lifting systems, comprehensive shop equipment,
and lift accessories. Our experts are ready to help. For a free quote, contact us today.
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